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*** 

 

Carson Kai Campbell is a fifth-year associate at a very well respected mid-sized regional 

law firm, Taylor & Avery. She currently works in the firm’s Business Services and 

Commercial Litigation Practices. Well liked by both her peers and partners, she has 

achieved every developmental milestone and has solidified her place as a serious 

contender for partnership within the next two years. Outside of her primary practice 

within her firm, Carson has also taken on talent representation duties for one of her best 

friends since childhood, Melanie Vaughn.  

 Melanie was incredibly intelligent, but had an attention span that left much to be 

desired. Easily bored, she’d quickly lost interest in each of her scholarly endeavors 

including advanced studies in physics, social work, and economics, always returning to 

her childhood dream of music.  During one of her typical escapes, this particular time 

from a social work research fellowship, Melanie fell into reality-celebrity stardom.  At 

her daughter’s encouragement, she started a gossip blog that achieved a level of 

popularity as much inexplicable as it was unprecedented. Enticed by the profitability of 

public appearances and media exposure, Melanie decided to engage in a full-time career 

as a reality celebrity. She’d decided that she’d continue blogging and making public 

appearances in order secure a stable fan base to support her transition into the music 

industry.  

 

*** 
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Good morning.  

 

“Seriously?” Carson asked to no one in particular. It never ceased to amaze her 

how the screeching Blackberry ‘RING+ VIBRATE’ indicator managed to cause all of her 

bag’s contents to quiver in her bag without ever giving the slightest indication to its 

whereabouts in the inky darkness. The ringing paused for just a brief moment before 

beginning a third session of incessant blaring, and she gave up looking, allowing the 

Gucci tote to drop down onto her forearm and flipped the lock the front door of the 

house. The only person that would call repeatedly and at the precise moment when she 

should be walking out of the door would be her mother. They both knew she was 

characteristically running fifteen minutes behind. They also both knew that her mother 

didn’t have a damn thing to talk about—it was only 7AM.  

 

As Carson walked down the seven stone steps descending from her front door to 

her driveway she admired the lawn. Although she wasn’t initially pleased when 

landscapers appeared to show up uninvited, she had to admit they’d done a great job with 

the dust that used to sit in front of her house.  

  

 Before she could adjust her sunglasses over her almond-shaped brown eyes and 

smooth down the face-framing stands of her short pixie haircut in the rearview mirror,  

“Incoming call from, MOTHER… Incoming ca--” Irritated, she hit the auxiliary button 
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on the dashboard display interrupting the British accent droning from the Bose sound 

system.  

 

“Yes Mother.”  

 

“Morning, Pumpkin. How are you?”  

 

“Fine. What’s going on.” 

 

“Nothing much, Honey. I’m having coffee. I’ve been up since your father left this 

morning… You on your way to the office?” 

 

“Yes.” 

 

“I figured you were probably walking out; this is my fourth time calling, you know. 

What’s your schedule like today?” 

 

“Just some paperwork to look over this morning before a meeting with the president of 

the record label that offered Melanie her record deal—why? What’s up?  

 

“Oh really. Well, she has always wanted to pursue a singing career, and with her voice, 

she really could make it.” 
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“Yeah, Ma. But you know there’s more involved than just having the voice.” 

 

“That’s true. I’m so glad that you’re able to help her with all of this. It really makes my 

heart smile that you girls are still so close over the years. I know you’ll get it all worked 

out… I didn’t really want much… I was just going to drop by and bring you some food 

from last night. You know, since you weren’t able to make dinner. But it sounds like you 

have quite a bit going on already …” 

 

“No, I appreciate it Ma— you can still come by” Carson said with a smirk. “I’ll be 

around the office until about noon; just stop by whenever you get your day started.” 

 

Jumping in as soon as her daughter paused to take a breath, Liza cut in “Good. I know 

you never eat like you should anyway. I’ll probably be there about ten. I need to go by 

the drycleaners to pick up that suit—the one I told you had that oil spot on it? I hope they 

were able to get it out. I also have to stop by your brother’s school too because…” 

 

Raising her voice so that her mother might have a remote chance of hearing, Carson 

spoke loudly, craning her neck toward the microphone/speaker on the dashboard “Ma—

I‘ve got another call coming in; I’ll see you at the office” and without waiting for a 

response, smacked the “End Call” button on the LCD. It was anyone’s guess how long 

Liza had gone on rattling off her to-do list before realizing there was no one on the other 

end.  
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Carson looked up, and saw that her traffic signal was red; cross-traffic still had the green. 

She closed her eyes for a moment and listened to the Boney James playlist start to fill the 

air around her as the Bluetooth hands-free talk program closed down and iTunes took 

over.    

 

It was like this with her and her mother. Had been since college. Every morning, 

Weekends included. She called at the most inconvenient time, to talk about things that 

wouldn’t matter much to either of them, complete with the most unnecessary details. But 

that was Mother. Carson wouldn’t have it any other way.  

 

Smiling, Carson’s eyes fluttered open and she blinked a couple times quickly to help her 

contact lenses finding their place. They settled back in front of her pupils in time for her 

to see the left-turn arrow flash from amber to red. The traffic signal right in front of her 

finally turned green and as traffic resumed its flow, Carson took a deep breath and 

continued smiling, thinking of her mother. They had so much in common, yet they were 

so different.  

 

As far back as she could remember, Liza had always been mistaken for her sister and the 

reasons were evident. Carson and her mother shared the same high cheekbones, and their 

clear firm skin was the color and texture of freshly ground cinnamon. With both standing 

at about 5’5”, Liza’s slightly slimmer build contrasted with Carson’s more athletic figure 

contributed to appearances that they were much closer in age than the actual twenty-one 
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years that separated them. The most drastic difference in between the two was Liza’s 

piercing gray eyes.  

 

Carson has always liked to preserve at least half of the drive in to meditate and mentally 

prepare for the day. She appreciated the time alone to collect and center her thoughts, and 

she found the drive in to be the perfect opportunity to engage in one of her childhood 

habits that, although quirky, really seemed to help her regain her focus and composure in 

challenging situations.  

 

As Carson merged on to middle lane of northbound Spaulding Drive, she looked toward 

the jogging trail and saw two seniors out for a walk. In the lane immediately to her left, a 

young woman in late model Scion was chatting into an out-of-sight cell phone and 

sipping one of those frozen coffee drinks that are more ice cream topping than coffee. 

She looked back toward the jogging trail and saw a young black girl who couldn’t have 

been more than 2; she had two wild ponytails and was wearing a bright pink wind jacket. 

The toddler took a couple of apprehensive steps from her stroller in the direction of what 

appeared to be the family’s puppy; the girl hesitated for a moment, then turned back 

toward the stroller. She then took two hurried steps in the puppy’s direction and hugs 

him, just as she loses her balance, and they both fall into the grass. Carson smiled. That’s 

would be the one.  

 

*** 
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“Micki… Micki! Where is my jacket? MICK, I’m gonna be LATE!” 

 

Melanie had yelled so loud that she’d startled herself. She would have almost been 

ashamed to ask such a juvenile question if it weren’t posed to Micki. Melanie couldn’t 

make it out of her house on a daily basis without her sister’s help and they both knew it. 

That’s why no one was surprised when Michaela quit her job teaching fourth grade to 

work as Melanie’s personal assistant. At the time, it didn’t appear that Melanie would 

achieve enough momentum with her blog and the few appearances it generated to warrant 

such a drastic move for Michaela, but the news wasn’t particularly shocking. Melanie’s 

sister had always been the more mature of the two, despite being younger by two years. 

She thought the quality rendered them as equals; her sister balanced out all of her 

oddities, and in return Melanie provided Micki with a the fun and excitement she’d never 

been able to drum up on her own.  

 

Excitement had been Melanie’s middle name for as far back as anyone could remember. 

The slightly chubby girl with eyes and ringlets the color of honey virtually vanished the 

summer after eighth grade. Some kids went off to summer camp, others headed out to 

visit parents and grandparent in other parts of the country. Carson, Melanie, and Whitney 

stuck close to home. Whitney’s mother was a high school physics teacher, so she kept 

coordinated the girls’ summers while Carson parents and Whitney’s father were working. 

If they hadn’t been there to see it themselves, none of the three would have believed 

Mel’s transformation. 
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Having grown nearly four full inches and losing about thirty pounds, no one recognized 

her on their first day at Saint Mary’s.  Melanie ate the attention up with a spoon. By the 

end of the school day, the pointing and whispering turned to incessant compliments from 

just about the entire ninth grade class—boys and girls alike. It didn’t take long for 

Michaela to see the signs that all of this attention wasn’t going to be the best for her 

sister’s ability to focus. Over the winter recess Melanie confided in her younger sister—a 

seventh grader at the time that “they had a situation on their hands”. Together, they sat 

their parents down informed them that Melanie was pregnant, and that the newest 

member of the Vaughn household should be making her debut around Memorial Day 

weekend of the upcoming year.  

 

After Mallorie was born, it became clear that nothing would ever be more important to 

Melanie. She realized that she was going to be fighting an uphill battle, in the beginning 

at least, and vowed that she would do anything she could to give herself an advantage 

over her peers.  

 

Melanie was a very bright girl; always had been. Once Mallorie arrived though, 

something within Melanie’s sixteen-year old psyche changed and made her dedicate 

herself relentlessly to her studies. After performing particularly well during PSAT testing 

during the sophomore year of high school, Melanie started planning for the next step— 

Harvard.  

 

*** 
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In the Beginning.  

 

A few years after finishing up a couple of masters’ degrees in economics and social work, 

Melanie was participating in a particularly draining research fellowship. No one was 

surprised when she broke the news that her interest had waned and she would be 

resigning as soon as a successor could be recruited to take over her work.  

 

On a Tuesday afternoon, about a month after Melanie turned over her research files, 

Mallorie came home raving about a social sciences lesson on the impact of social media 

outlets on news and journalism. Mallorie, now 13, had vivid memories of her mother’s 

college days. She’d practically been fixture on campus, frequently attending talks with 

guest lecturers, student organization fundraisers and finals review sessions with Melanie. 

As a six-year who knew her way around main campus better than most of the 

underclassmen, Mallorie demonstrated early on that she’d inherited her mother’s razor-

sharp wit. She’d also developed a keen sense of observation, and picked up on the fact 

that people always seemed to gravitate toward Melanie. Mallorie wasn’t sure whether her 

mother commanded attention or people gave it freely, but she’d certainly observed the 

fact that for as long as she could remember Melanie’s opinion had always been in 

demand.  

 

After filling Melanie in on the rest of her day, Mallorie suggested that her mom give 

some thought to the idea of starting a blog of her own as she walked out of the kitchen 

toward her bedroom to do homework. The rest was history. Melanie routinely made a 
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point of telling Mallorie that she valued her opinions, and attempted to show this through 

her actions. That was how this all started: although Melanie thought that the blog might 

be interesting to work on, she ultimately started it to show Mallorie that she took her and 

her idea seriously.  

 

After the initial seed was planted, Melanie decided that a gossip blog with a local focus 

would be the best way to start things off and test the interest level. She focused on a few 

areas that she thought might rein readers in, and hit the Internet in search of leads.  In the 

meantime however, Melanie decided to dial up a web developer friend to bounce some 

new ideas off of. The so-called “rap session” was MelanieSpeak for batting her eyelashes 

and chatting her way into about $10,000 worth of web customized web design and server 

space. After four weeks of concurrent content and site development, Melanie’s blog was 

ready to go live.  

 

Instead of a more traditional announcement, such as a sentimental email, first distributed 

to family and friends explaining her newest venture and asking for everyone’s support of 

her newest undertaking, Melanie went about spreading the word in her own, fantastic 

way: on one of LA’s most popular morning radio shows, Press Play with Robyn 

McGuire. In fact, that was how Whitney found out about it.  

 

She had just settled back into the driver’s seat after hanging her dry cleaning in the back 

of her SUV when her subconscious began to register the voice coming through the 

speakers as Melanie’s.  
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Whitney visibly rolled her eyes at the sound her Melanie’s voice. Despite growing up 

together, Whitney and Melanie were not friends. This was mainly because of Whitney’s 

deep and almost admittedly groundless disdain for Melanie. Early on, Melanie tried 

nearly everything to get into Whitney’s good graces, all to no avail. Melanie’s efforts 

stopped instantly when caught wind of some disparaging comments that Whitney made 

about Mallorie. Although she’d later apologized and acknowledged that comments came 

at a time when she was bitter about Melanie her out of a scholarship for which they were 

contending against each other, Melanie had not spoken to Whitney outside of efforts to 

be cordial and tolerant of Whitney’s ongoing presence in Carson’s life. After hearing her 

pitch on the radio, Whitney could hardly resist the urge to call Carson in the car and ask 

if she knew about the blog.  

 

That afternoon, Whitney barged into Carson’s office, uninvited and unannounced to find 

Carson and Ryan sitting at her conference table chatting. Whitney couldn’t wait to 

recapitulate the interview to her. When Ryan turned around at the sound of the door 

opening he was mildly annoyed. He didn’t get to spend much time with Carson these 

days and from the speed of Whitney’s gait and her signature expression—a furrowed 

forehead with the raised right brow, he knew that she was worked up about something 

that probably wasn’t even her business to begin with.  

     

After Whitney finished telling them about Melanie’s interview Carson laughed out loud. 

All of that fanfare for her gossip blog and it hadn’t even gone live yet. All Carson could 
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do was laugh because based on all of the research—free research that she’d conducted of 

course and passed on to Melanie, she had learned that the lifecycle of a successful gossip 

blog usually started as a small undertaking, consisting of frequently updated content that 

is designed to capture and retain comment-contributing subscribers.  

 

Carson had informed Melanie that the subscribers would be the true life-source of the 

blog because they define the community and, ultimately, determined the viability of the 

blog. Carson had found that the best kinds of blog subscribers utilize the content provided 

by its host to generate ongoing discussions. She’d told Melanie that those discussions 

would lead to new ideas for the host to incorporate into the blog, and they would also 

serve as a point of reference for new readers to orient themselves and eventually 

determine how they would like to contribute to the blog. Carson had determined that by 

reading through the comments, new visitors to the blog would “feel out” the space, 

determine the leaders, and ultimately, find their own place within the community. Based 

on the account of the interview that Whitney had given, Melanie had thrown all of her 

advice out of the nearest window and went about attracting readers in her own way.  

 

Instead of growing slowly and organically like other blogs, Melanie’s literally took off 

over night. The first time Carson and Melanie had the chance to speak about the blog 

after going live was about 36 hours after her radio interview. Within that day and a half, 

the site had received more than 24,000 hits—and the first 3,000 came before the first 

items were even posted! The earliest visitors were local listeners who’d heard her on the 

morning show but couldn’t resist the urge to check the web address that was announced, 
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even though Melanie had stated multiple times that the site would not go live until the 

following morning.  

 

Within twelve months of launching, Melanie’s blog had achieved unprecedented success. 

The local buzz had made its way to some of the national blogs and gained her the 

opportunity to be featured as a guest contributor. The higher profile pieces generated new 

subscribers and sent her Twitter following into the tens of thousands. And just like that, 

the newest “social media socialite” was born.   

 

*** 
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All work and no play.  

 

As soon as I stepped off of the elevator I knew I was in for more excitement than I was 

hoping for. I could tell that something was up because Ryan, my assistant, flashed me a 

full smile, all 32-teeth worth, without missing a beat of the conversation that he was 

hurriedly whispering into his headset.  

 

Covering the microphone as I got closer, “Good Morning Ms. Campbell. I’ve placed 

some correspondence on your desk for review and signature…” his voice trailed off, 

almost with expectation as I walked past him into my office. That’s when I saw what 

sparked the Cheshire grin plastered across his face at my arrival.  

 

A large vase, obnoxiously large for both the space and the occasion (there was no 

occasion), was positioned in the center of the small conference table in my office. Just by 

eyeballing it, I’d say there were about three-dozen white calla lilies. I walked over to the 

table, and without any examination, leaned over the across the table, past the bouquet and 

opened the blinds. As cynical as my sentiments may have been about the sender, they 

were still my favorite flowers. 

 

I doubled back and closed my office door behind me. That would keep Ryan out of my 

hair for at least a few minutes; that and whatever gossip he passing along. I sat down at 

my desk and prepared to start the morning like every other. First, a quick prayer and 
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moment of meditation just thanking God for it all: the practice, the family, the friends; 

my life.  

 

Ryan startled me when he barged into my office, which made me think I accidently 

ignored his polite knocking while meditating.  

 

“Hey Ry. What’s the deal.” 

 

“Aren’t they lovely? I know those are your favorite.” 

 

“Please tell me that business actually concerning you is what really brought you in here?” 

 

“Oh Carson. I play along for the benefit of our roles. Yes. You are my boss… but we’ve 

been friends too long for you to pretend that I don’t know you’re at least a little moved by 

the sentiment.”  

 

“Well in that case, you also know me well enough to know that just like those braces are 

history, your ass can gain something in common with them rather quickly” I retorted 

while flashing him an immaculate grin of my own.  

 

Rolling his eyes, Ryan gave up, for now.  
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“First up, I received a call from someone over at Rise and Shine. They want to know if 

they can move your meeting this afternoon from one to one-thirty. They said the 

president of the label wanted to meet with you personally and his flight doesn’t touch 

down until noon.” 

 

Wow, they must really have a lot riding on this deal, I think to myself, hearing about the 

label owner crashing a meeting with little old me. “I’ll make it work. Anything else? I 

know you didn’t sashay all the way in here for that; especially since you already updated 

my calendar to reflect the changes. What is it that you aren’t telling me?” 

 

Just then, there was a knock on the frosted glass door, followed by a burst of cool air as 

Whitney Lattimore came stalking into Carson’s office without waiting to be invited in. 

As soon as Carson looked up she could see that Whitney, in her navy blue St. John’s 

dress and scarlet cardigan, was livid about something.  

 

At her arrival, Ryan mumbled something over his shoulder about a meeting with Richard 

but I didn’t catch all of the details. He slinked toward the door of my office so quickly 

that she knew something was up.  The last thing she could make out was him telling me 

to please give him a ring if there was anything he could do as he ducked out pulling the 

door closed behind him, leaving Carson sitting her desk with Whitney standing in the 

middle of the of the room.  
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Carson was thoroughly confused by all of the traffic in her office that morning. “To what 

do I owe the pleasure of your presence?” she asked Whitney in an unenthusiastic tone.  

 

Before Carson had the chance to flash her signature ‘I’m-not-in-the-mood-for-any-of 

your-shit” glare, Whitney almost snarled “Honey, I’m the least of your pleasures. Go to 

Google.” 

 

She could feel her blood pressure dropping as the keyboard clicked under her French-

tipped nails. As Carson typed, Whitney made her way behind her desk and chair, and 

propped herself up next to the dual monitors.  

 

“Now what?” 

 

Slowly, Whitney called out characters, one by one.  

 

“2-0-1-2-SPACE-L-E-X…” 

 

If there hadn’t been anyone there to testify otherwise she would have sworn that her jaw 

fell clean from her face and hit the floor beneath the desk.  

 

In the search box where she’d started typing, the Google’s predictive search function had 

suggested one of the sites most popular search items:  
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2012 Melanie Vaughn Cocaine pics 

 

She sank back into the large chair wishing it would swallow her and this whole situation.  

 

“THAT is what greeted me first thing this morning while trying to a replacement floor 

mat for the car. Whenever you regain your wits I’d advise you to hit enter.” 

 

When she hit the “images” tab it was even worse than she thought—There were two 

photos and from the first glance and they were both extremely good quality, very close 

up. The first image showed Melanie sitting in what was easily recognized as the VIP 

lounge at the House of Blues Chicago with an NFL player who has a pretty well-

established reputation for partying. The second photo showed both Melanie and her 

companion hunched over the modern cocktail table positioned about 2 feet from the plush 

sofa where they were seated. He and Melanie had their right and left hands, respectively 

interlocked and pointed toward the ceiling—and in the opposite hands appeared to be 

holding rolled up dollar bills which on one end, were held to their nostrils with the 

opposite ends just centimeters away from what appeared to be disappearing lines of 

cocaine.  

 

As soon as she could tear her eyes away form the photos; stopped picking out every 

identifying characteristic that legitimized the pictures and that would authenticate the 

credibility of the image, she realized what Ryan had been mumbled on his way out of her 

office.  
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He’d said that Richard was in town and that he’d wanted to meet with her that evening.  

Now she understood why. As often as he had an occasion, Richard reminded Carson that 

although she may have been Melanie’s agent, he was her manager and that meant that he 

was one in charge—he made the plans, and he made the decisions. After seeing the 

photos, she knew why his typical cockiness and controlling demeanor had taken a back-

seat. Richard never scheduled meetings through Ryan. He usually took the liberty of 

calling her personal cell phone, day or night, and demanding whatever he wanted. Carson 

figured he must have actually thought himself to be in over his head if Richard was trying 

to make arrangements to get on her calendar, instead of demanding it be the other way 

around. 

 

Carson picked up the receiver of her office phone and said Ryan’s name. Seconds later 

she was connected to his extension and told him to make an 8pm reservation for three at 

Luciano’s on Cedar. She instructed him to request seating on the second floor of the back 

dining room. Carson knew that if Richard wanted to meet her, he would have been 

brining Melanie with. Based on the pics from the morning though, Carson knew there 

was no telling what Melanie would look like when she showed up with Richard. The last 

thing Melanie needed were more unflattering pictures circulating in the media.  

 

By time Carson realizes that Whitney has left her office, she shakes her head as if to clear 

it. She tried to remember the little girl from the drive in but she couldn’t recall her 
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features. She took a deep breath and focused on remembering. Slowly, the little girl’s 

features started to come back to her. Carson smiled.  

 

Once she’d calmed herself completely, she took a legal pad from her desk and started 

scrawling notes for the meeting that afternoon at Rise and Shine.  

 

*** 
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The Accident. 

 

At the last minute, Melanie asked Michaela to accompany her to a New Years Eve 2011 

event she was invited to host in Las Vegas. It was being sponsored by a national music 

programs, American Icon, planned a three-hour program of musical performances, 

surprise celebrity appearances, new artist premiers. 

 

En route to the LAX for her 7AM flight out to Vegas, (Melanie had insisted that she take 

the first available flight, despite the fact that the event was 3 days away) Michaela’s car 

was struck by a truck driver and she was critically injured. After languishing in a local 

hospital for two days, Mickie passed away from her injuries.   

 

Melanie initially appeared to take the death of her younger sister well.  Although she 

appeared saddened, friends and family were still worried that she had not truly started to 

mourn the loss of her sister-- especially under circumstances that would have made most 

people blame themselves for the accident. When Melanie returned to work and her social 

calendar only two weeks after her sister’s funeral, talk about her state of mind increased 

dramatically. No one was aware of how bad things had gotten until the story broke.  

 

*** 
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My thoughts are everywhere. I’m wondering how I missed the signs? I am still blaming 

myself as I grab the ticket from the fare box at the parking garage so quickly that I almost 

tear it in two before it’s released from the dispenser. I pulled into an available space and 

think back to the little girl from this morning. I try to remember what she was wearing, 

and how calm I felt then—I already had reservations about this meeting but I know for 

certain that it is not going to be pretty. 

 

Before I step out of the car, I reach across to the passenger seat and grab my slim leather 

brief case from the passenger seat. There are still four copies of the unexecuted contract 

they had delivered inside of my portfolio. I take a deep breath, think of the little girl once 

more, and duck out of my vehicle.  

 

An “Oh shit” escapes from my lips, and I’m sure was audible to anyone who was 

listening. This is quite possibly the worst possible time for me to run into him, but it’s 

Joshua Herring-- the same Joshua Herring who sent the calla lilies to my office this 

morning. Fortunately he doesn’t spot me until I’m already stepping into the elevator and 

the doors are closing. I smile and wave, silently while simultaneously pressing the “Door 

Close” button so hard that my finger starts turning white.  

 

I step from the elevator onto the ground level lobby of the building and check in with the 

security personnel. A significantly overweight but friendly security staffer prints my day 

pass name tag who’s adhesive will never touch the surface of my Hugo Boss dress and 

hands to me with my driver’s license. I walk back to the elevator bank and let out a sigh 
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of relief as I step into an empty car with no Joshua in sight. The doors close and there is a 

slight “whoosh” as the car picks up speed and carries me up to the 60
th

 floor.  

 

When I emerge from the elevator, there is a small group of people chatting next to the 

receptionist’s station. Before I can make it to her a short, rotund man with what appear to 

be scant remnants of dark brown hair over each of his ears breaks from the group and 

starts to approach.  

 

Before I can extend my hand an introduce myself, baldy pipes up “Ms. Campbell! I’m so 

happy you were able to accommodate our schedule change!”  

 

“It really wasn’t a problem at all,” I say, somewhat surprised that the remainder of the 

group has turned toward our exchange but and were all walking toward me, presumably 

to introduce themselves.  

 

The short one who was closest to me starts first “I’m Trent Stewart, president of the label. 

I’ve really been looking forward to meeting with you Ms. Campbell!” 

 

Boy, better make sure you don’t step in any of this bullshit I’m thinking to myself.  The 

are laying it on thick today! As I nod gracefully toward Trent’s introduction (clearly, they 

all knew who I was), he chimed turns quickly toward the group and tell them all that we 

will finish our introductions in the conference room.  
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Trent swiveled back around on his little heels toward me and extends a porky little arm 

toward an adjacent hallway. “Right this way Ms. Campbell” he says.  

 

“Please, it’s Carson” I tell him. The pleasantries are almost too much, already.  

 

“Of course!” Trent replies, and we start walking  across the glossy marble floor toward a 

conference room with a large executive conference room with a massive, dark wood table 

commanding the majority of the floor space. There are smart boards covering the 

northern wall of the conference room, and stunning, floor to ceiling, 40 foot windows 

with beautiful southern views on the opposite side.  

Trent steps out in front of me to pull my chair back from the table. I thank him and step 

to the right side, waiting the other four people who are filing into the room to take seats 

of their own. We are at the nearest end of the large table which seats at least about 

twenty.  

 

“It’s great that we are finally getting the opportunity to discuss this” I say as we all start 

move to sit, deciding to take hold of the meeting early. 

 

“I couldn’t agree more” Trent chimes, “Before we get started, let me get the intros out of 

the way. I promise to make them brief. This here is Tammy Pitcher and she leads up 

A&R” he says, pointing to a middle-aged white woman immediately to his right who 

looks like she’s having a hard time accepting her card to the “40 & up” club. She’s 

smiling at me and I’m noticing that she’s about the same complexion as I am, thanks to 
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this SoCal sun. She has long bleached blonde layers framing what I can see now used to 

be a classically cute frame. I’m still looking at her ultra-white Chicklet teeth as Trent’s 

lips start moving again.  

 

“To your left, is Maxwell Beech” he says pointing a man in the charcoal suit with dark 

hair. He’s wearing glasses, and has a friendly smile. His wire framed glasses scream 

‘money man’ as just as I turn my gaze back toward Trent, he says “He’s our VP of 

Finance.”  

 

I smile and chuckle at the same time because my instincts are always spot on. Rocoe is 

talking again.  

 

“This here is Paige” he says pointing to a very pretty young woman sitting directly 

opposite of Maxwell, who looks to be no more than twenty-five. She has piercing green 

eyes and a crew cut. Trent tells me that “She’s our publicity coordinator.”  Paige tips her 

head back and gives a quick nod half smile while looking in my direction.   

 

Trent is now pointing to the seat to Paige’s left. “Last but not least, Ms. Stacia—she’s my 

admin.” The pale, mousy looking woman flashes a friendly smile but her fingers never 

stop typing on the Blackberry she’s holding. The receptionist pokes her head into the 

room and asks if anyone will take coffee. Trent answers for us all and she disappears just 

as quickly has she’d come and we get to business immediately. 
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“Tell me something good, Ms. Campbell. Are we all ready to get started” Trent asks 

abruptly, sill smiling.  

 

“Please, call me Carson” I say, preparing to hit him with news I know he doesn’t want to 

hear. “Melanie is very excited about this project, Trent. We are really hoping that we can 

resolve a few terms that have become sticking points for us.”  

 

The grin that’s been plastered on Trent’s face since I stepped out of the elevator finally 

starts to break. “What are your concerns?” he asks apprehensively.  

 

“I’ll just cut to the chase,” I say, knowing that I’m about to be the bad guy anyway and 

ready to get this over with.  “I’m sure you all have seen the photos.” I don’t wait for 

anyone to respond. “Even before those, I had reservations about this undertaking. Given 

the emotional toll that the loss of her sister has taken on Melanie, I wanted to take some 

more time to determine whether the contract, and specifically the rigorous schedule that 

commences almost immediately, would be in Melanie’s best interest. In light of issues 

that have recently come to light, we really need to discuss the timing of all of this.” 

 

I can see the disappointment on Trent’s face; this isn’t going to be the party that he was 

expecting.  

 

“Uh, Carson. What exactly would we need to get this resolved today” he asks trying to 

mask the frustration that I hear creeping into his voice.  
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I go for it and say “We’re looking for a recording start delay of about 90 days, and a 

revised tour schedule.”  

 

The expression on his face seems to ask me whether I’ve lost my entire mind or whether 

that’s simply the impression that I’d like to make. Trent pauses for a moment before 

responding and when he starts to I hear him say “I’m afraid that’s not a request we can 

accommodate.” 

 

“Which one,” I interject coolly; he snaps back just as coolly, “Neither. Our schedules are 

virtually immovable. We can’t accommodate the predilection of every would-be diva; we 

are running a business, Ms. Campbell.” 

 

“There are no predilections at issue here,” I respond in an attempt to convince him I’m 

not playing hardball for the sake of the game. I continue,  “This amended time line would 

really benefit Melanie and Rise and Shine. With the additional time, you are guaranteed 

to get the quality of performance that you are interested in retaining, and Melanie can use 

that time to properly grieve her recent loss”.  

 

The receptionist is back with the coffee but no one seems interested in her, or their 

coffee. I take the mug that’s placed down in front of me and watch as the sugar cubes 

melt away one by one, much like the warm welcome I received upon arriving here at Rise 

and Shine.  
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*** 

 

On the drive back to the office, Carson’s thoughts were racing a mile a minute. Sure, 

Melanie had been a thorn in Carson’s side since their first day at Saint Mary Senior High 

School, but nothing had ever even come close to this. Mel had always been a Grade A 

attention whore, but whatever her faults the girl had always had a heart of pure gold. 

Melanie had always been too eager to be seen and too forgiving of people who’d taken 

advantage of her— a terrible combination, especially for someone who was of a “the 

more the merrier” school of thought.  

 

Despite her faults, Carson still admired Melanie. That was the only reason she’d gotten 

involved in this any of this entertainment stuff in the first place. Carson was empowered 

by the way Melanie, over the years, had managed to take every negative comment about 

her having Mallorie at such a young ager and made the big mouths uttering them eat their 

words; all of them. She’d graduated high school the same years as the rest of us and with 

honors. The expressions on the faces of all of the people who’d made nasty comments 

were priceless when the grapevine started buzzing with a rumor that Melanie was leaving 

town in the fall for college—and that she’d be attending Harvard University. Mel finally 

confronted the rumors at a Fourth of July party, and gave the partygoers another shock 

when she announced that Mallorie would be going with her. Yes, for what it was worth, 

Carson admired Melanie, immensely.  
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But as much as Carson admired Melanie—admired her for her drive and her tenacity, she 

worried about her. She was concerned that Melanie might not be made for the business of 

show business. The part that’s all about dollars and deals, and not how performing makes 

the artist feel ‘deep down inside’.  

 

As she sat in bumper to bumper traffic Carson knew that her demands of the record label 

weren’t going to sit well with Richard, so she placed a call to her good friend Jayce. 

Much to her chagrin, Carson would soon be finding out that her instincts had been 2-0 for 

the day.  

*** 
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Let’s meet.  

 

I had just finished with the soup when I heard the labored breaths signaling me that 

Richard had started lumbering up the steps, struggling too much for someone hadn’t even 

hit forty yet. The sound of his panting prompted me to stand smooth the white Max Mara 

skirt and straighten my jacket. I’d consciously chosen to wear this suit, specifically 

because this meeting was on my agenda. White suits empower me—I guess I feel the 

inverse of the paranoia that others have about getting dirty or making a mess. At any rate, 

I wanted everything about today’s encounter to communicate to him that I wouldn’t be 

backing down this time; Melanie needed some help and damn it, he was going to get it 

for her.  

 

As soon as he rounded the doorway my bullshit-o-meter kicked into high efficiency 

mode; Richard had a way with words that required tall boots.   

 

“Ms. Campbell, Ms. Campbell…” he said, letting the words trail off so that I’d have the 

opportunity to greet him as well. I didn’t.  

 

“Where is she?” I asked. I wasn’t up for the snarky banter that always passed for 

conversation between the two of us. I was concerned about my client, but more 

importantly, my friend.  
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“Hold your horses, missy. She made a pit stop in the ladies room—sorry I didn’t check to 

see if that was allowed under your agreement”, he replied using the sausages that double 

as his fingers to place the word “agreement” in air quotes.  

 

Since I was already standing, I folded my napkin and placed it on the table before I 

walked out of the dining room, leaving him standing there alone.  

 

When I made it to the ladies room, the attendant pointed me to the last stall, as if she was 

expecting me. As I turned the corner I saw Melanie sitting on the floor inside the stall, 

with the door opened, staring into a compact mirror applying powder to her face. She 

hardly even looked up when I walked into the stall.  

 

She looked like she had been playing dress up in a celebrity’s laundry—the entire 

ensemble was designer, and either so crumpled or misshapen that today couldn’t have 

been its first run. I crouched down like we used to sit for hours on end watching 

television and talking about nothing when we were in the fifth grade so that we’d be at 

eye level.  

 

“Hey you.” I said, for the first time really seeing the toll Mickie’s accident had taken on 

her. She was as high as a kite. I couldn’t believe it.  

 

“Hey Carsey” she said in a scratchy voice that sounded nothing like her normal, bubbly 

tone. 
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“Come on—we’re getting up. Grab my hands; count of three. One… Two… Three.” As I 

pulled my best friend up from the bathroom floor all of the contents of the Chanel bag 

that was draped across her torso spilled onto the floor slid under the walls into the 

adjoining stalls. While the bathroom attendant gathered the items I helped Melanie down 

the single flight of stairs to the front of the restaurant and called for the valet to grab my 

car.  

*** 

 

Carson checks Melanie into the Oceanside Center, a rehabilitation center focusing on 

chemical and alcohol substance abuse after they leave Luciano’s. Oceanside provides 

mental health services and medical treatments to for addiction sufferers. Melanie’s 

program consists of an eight-week residential treatment program, where she will receive 

counseling service including group and individual sessions, as well as psychosocial 

therapies
1
 designed to aid in mood stability.  

 

The in-house residential treatment program has limited visitation, and requires that all 

patients remain on the grounds for the entire duration of their treatment. This rigorous 

treatment program will prohibit Melanie from beginning the project at the center of 

Carson and Richard’s conflict.  

 

*** 

                                                      
1
 Cowdry, Dr. Rex and National Alliance on Mental Illness, Psychosocial Treatments, 

(April 2001). Avaiable at: 

http://www.nami.org/Content/ContentGroups/Helpline1/Psychosocial_Treatments.htm 
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The call.  

 

 Carson picks up her office phone on the first ring… Melanie’s personal manager, 

Richard Bailey is on the other end, as expected. 

 

“Good morning, Carson Campbell) speaking.” 

 

“Good morning Ms. Campbell… this is Richard Bailey—do you happen to have a few 

minutes to chat since we didn’t get to conduct much business the other night.” 

 

“Yeah, Richard—that was unfortunate… but how can I help you this morning?” 

 

“Well, I received some troubling news and I wanted to speak with you directly, you 

know… just to make sure there hadn’t been any miscommunications somewhere.” 

 

“You’re going to have to give me a little more to work with than that.” 

 

“I was following up with Rise and Shine Records this morning because I know you had a 

meeting with them last week. They told me that you all were unable to reach an 

agreement on the proposal for Melanie’s project. Now, based on our conversations prior 

to your meeting with the label, I was under the impression that we had committed to the 
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this being the next move for Melanie. I’m wondering what changed between our 

conversation and your meeting with Rise and Shine?” 

 

“Richard, you’re right. We did decide that the offer from Rise and Shine appeared 

attractive. But you were well aware that I had reservations about the timing and proposed 

schedule. Specifically, the start date for recording which was only six weeks away at the 

first mention of a deal. To answer your question however, by the time I was scheduled to 

meet with the Rise and Shine reps, time had ticked down to just four weeks before the 

recording start date—not to mention that cocaine photos surfacing in the interim. By the 

time I spoke with Rise and Shine to negotiate a later start date for the recording, and an 

amended tour schedule, the process started to break down.” 

 

“And that’s the biggest of my concerns Ms. Campbell. I am not sure that any of the 

‘reservations’ you mentioned should have impacted your talks with Rise and Shine. I am 

the manager
2
 here. I take the talent and determine the best way to present it to the market. 

That includes image, medium, and timing. I determine what gigs will and won’t fly. Not 

you.  All you were supposed to do was review the paper work; make sure that the terms, 

such as deliverables, work product, residuals, et cetera were fair. Those other things have 

nothing to do with you.” 

 

                                                      
2
 Personal managers are distinguished from agents under general principles of 

entertainment law. The major distinction between these two roles include licensing 

requirements for agents actively engaged in the procurement of employment contracts 

and advisory services which are typically within the purview of the personal management 

personnel. Generally speaking agents can legally execute the duties of personal 

managers, where personal managers cannot assume the duties of the agent.  
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“As you may imagine, I disagree with you.” You’re right that it’s my JOB to make sure 

that the deal and make sure that the terms are fair. However, as Melanie’s agent, I am 

also required to ensure that the terms of the agreement represent a transaction that is 

effected in a manner serving the best interests of my client. In this case, the timing of this 

arrangement is detrimental. If the contract requires Melanie to be in a recording studio or 

on stage at time when it is in her best interest to be in a rehabilitation facility, I cannot 

recommend that she enter into that agreement.” 

 

“But I am the one who determines what’s best for her career!” 

“Richard, I have responsibilities to Melanie as her agent, her attorney, and her friend. I’m 

not relieved of those obligations just because you’ve been retained for ‘music 

management services’; you may determine what is best for her career her life takes 

precedent over any career—yours included.” 

 

“I think it’s evident that we aren’t going to be able to resolve this situation right now. I’m 

going to speak to my attorney about this. You will be hearing from him shortly.”  

 

“I look forward to her call.” 

*** 
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Planning the play.  

 

Carson prepares for her meeting with one of her law school mentors who’s researched 

legal professional responsibility and ethics extensively and speaks frequently on conflict 

of issues topics.  

 

He comes into her office wearing his uniform—crumpled khaki pants, blue oxford shirt, 

cowboy boots. She got everything but the cowboy boots. He’s carrying a brown leather 

satchel and chattering into his iPhone headset as he takes a seat on the leather sofa and 

holds a finger up silently asking her for a moment to end the call that’s gone over.  

 

Jayce nods his head understandingly at the person on the other end of the line and is 

finally able to interject.  

 

“Yes, Margaret that is correct; is will take some time…  I know and I’m sorry but I have 

a meeting that I am late for… Yes… I will touch bases with you at the end of the week… 

you as well…” He disconnects that call and turns to face me.  

 

“Carson,” he says with a slightly sad expression. “I hate that you’re having to deal with 

an issue like this. From what you told me over the phone, I didn’t think that you’d have 

anything to worry about but I’m happy to come by and go over some things in detail.” 
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I reply, hoping to head off the little pity party before it gets underway by saying “Hey. 

That’s life. What’s most important is that we are here and we are going to figure all of 

this out. I really appreciate your help.” 

 

With that, he lets out a sigh and claps his hands once loudly.  

 

“Okay, let’s get right to this. I came up with a short list of issues that we are going to 

prepare for. As I told you over the phone, the ABA’s model rules of professional Conduct 

are rules that will really speak to the concerns you mentioned—specifically your 

authority to exercise control in the capacity of Melanie’s attorney. We’ll use the Model 

Rules since California is the only state that hasn’t adopted professional responsibility 

rules following the ABA’sformat. So lets get down to it.  There’s no question that you are 

gonna want to start with Rule 1.2
3
 which deals with the scope of your representation. I 

know you and I know how good you are but I just want to make sure all of the bases are 

covered. Make sure you didn’t leave anything out because Melanie’s your friend. 1.2 

states generally that you, as Melanie’s lawyer, are required to respect the boundaries of 

representation that are set by your client. The actual language reads in relevant part that 

‘a lawyer shall abide by a client's decisions concerning the objectives of representation 

and, as required by Rule 1.4, shall consult with the client as to the means by which they 

are to be pursued. A lawyer may take such action on behalf of the client as is impliedly 

                                                      
3
 American Bar Assoc., Model Rules of Professional Conduct, (1983),  R.1.2. Available 

at: 

http://www.americanbar.org/groups/professional_responsibility/publications/model_rules

_of_professional_conduct/rule_1_2_scope_of_representation_allocation_of_authority_be

tween_client_lawyer.html 
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authorized to carry out the representation. A lawyer shall abide by a client's decision 

whether to settle a matter.’ 

 

This just means that you’re supposed to make sure you don’t pursue anything that 

Melanie has asked you not to pursue, or that whatever actions you’re taking aren’t 

contrary to her wishes. I’m hoping you drew up a formal engagement letter for her where 

you defined the scope of work you would perform for her with at least some level of 

detail.  

 

Knowing Jayce, he doesn’t want me to respond unless there’s a problem with the letter an 

there isn’t. I was fully aware of the risk in taking Melanie on. Her engagement letter was 

drafted with a painful level of detail. I just nod to let him know I’m still following.  

 

“Now, Rule 1.14.
4
 That one deals with clients with diminished capacity and that’s what I 

think you’re working with, especially with respect to checking Mel into the facility and 

negotiating a deferral on the effective date of the record contract. Basically, when a 

client’s capacity to make adequately considered decisions regarding representation is 

diminished the lawyer is required to maintain as close to a normal lawyer-client 

relationship as would be reasonably feasible, but there are exceptions. Part (b) of the rule 

specifically states “When the lawyer reasonably believes that the client has diminished 

capacity, is at risk of substantial physical, financial or other harm unless action is taken 

                                                      
4
 American Bar Assoc., Model Rules of Professional Conduct, (1983),  R.1.14. Available 

at: 

http://www.americanbar.org/groups/professional_responsibility/publications/model_rules

_of_professional_conduct/rule_1_14_client_with_diminished_capacity.html 
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and cannot adequately act in the client's own interest, the lawyer may take reasonably 

necessary protective action, including consulting with individuals or entities that have the 

ability to take action to protect the client and, in appropriate cases, seeking the 

appointment of a guardian ad litem, conservator or guardian”. This works as a safety 

hatch, allowing the lawyer to take protective action, where there is a reasonable basis for 

the lawyer to believe that the client is at risk of substantial harm.”  

 

“I think we all realize that Melanie’s issues can fall into either of those categories rather 

easily. I mean, not that popular press is the most reliable source for information of almost 

anything anymore, but they’ve done more than enough to document her issues with 

drugs. I know as her friend, and as her attorney you are privy to a lot more. At any rate, 

under the rules, you can use any of that information to get her help if you think it’ll help 

avoid some kind of detriment. 

 

“With that, let’s go over to Rule 1.6. That one covers confidentiality of information. This 

one is referenced within 1.14. It’s essentially a requirement that a lawyer not reveal any 

information relating to their representation of the client unless: 1) the client gives 

informed consent, 2) the disclosure is impliedly authorized in order to carry out the 

representation, or 3) the disclosure is permitted specifically by the rules. 

 

When he removed his glasses, closed his eyes, and exhaled deeply toward the ceiling, I 

know it was my turn to speak.  
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“The engagement letter is air tight; I knew who I was dealing with before this whole 

thing got under way. The scope
5
 is well defined and specifically details my role as talent 

agent. I am specifically designated as the sole party with authority to purse, negotiate, 

and procure employment agreements oh behalf of Melanie. There is even a specific 

clause reserving my authority to provide general legal advise in situations where I know 

or become aware of the fact that Melanie is in need of legal services. Essentially, our 

agreement retains me as her contracting agent and her general legal practitioner. The 

latter arrangement is the same that I would have with any of my other clients who have 

procured my services. ” 

 

Thinking back, I completely understood Richard’s reasons for initially wanting Melanie 

to take her time with getting into the recording business and I  had agreed with him. He’d 

been in this business long enough to have seen hundreds—maybe thousands, of would-be 

sensations fall flat on their asses because of poor timing. If some of those acts had had 

Richard’s experience on their side, they’d have fared much better, but this was the 

opposite extreme. He couldn’t just snatch Melanie and throw her into these projects based 

on a few weeks of buzz; especially not on the heels of something as traumatic as her 

sister’s death.  

 

Although Melanie had been telling anyone who would listen that it was time for her to 

start sharing her music, even before Micki’s death, anyone could see that throwing her to 

                                                      
5
 Sahl, Jack, U. of Akron L. R., A 2009 UPDATE: WHAT EVERY ENTERAINMENT 

LAWYER NEEDS TO KNOW—HOW TO AVOID BEING THE TARGET OF A 

LEGAL MALPRACTICE CLAIM OR DISCIPLINARY ACTION.  
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a greedy record label while she was mourning the loss of her sister and experiencing 

substance abuse issues was the poorest of timing and strategy.  

 

“Before Mel signed the letter I told her to review it with Richard. Since I knew he would 

consult another attorney and have his own person take a fine tooth comb to it, I was 

surprised when it came back without proposed changes.” 

 

Jayce nodded his head understandingly, then spoke. 

 

“Carson, I don’t think that you have anything to worry about. You have solid arguments 

in your favor because everything we’ve talked about turns on discretion. The fact of the 

matter is Mel retained you and asked you for your services as her agent and her attorney; 

Richard doesn’t have the right to challenge your actions. He’d be fighting a losing 

battle.” 

 

I let a out a long sigh of relief hearing Jayce confirn my own thoughts on the situation 

and gave him a wink.  

 

*** 
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Over the hills and through the woods.  

 

Carson checks in at the oak registration desk situated in the center of the lobby. This 

placed looked more like the first floors of a posh recreation center—not at all what she’d 

imagined a rehab facility to look like. With marble flooring and 32-foot windows facing 

the rolling hills, Carson could quickly see why this was one of the best (read: most 

exclusive) facilities in the city. The registration desk attendant’s $400 Cole Haan’s 

provided additional insight as to how the “moderate, but still competitive program fees” 

were being utilized as well.  

 

After checking in, Carson is escorted to Melanie’s residential quarters. The shift nurse 

informs her that Melanie is currently attending a therapy session and that she will inform 

her of Carson’s arrival at the conclusion of the session. If Melanie agrees to meet with 

her, they will be allowed to meet in Melanie’s apartment, but if not, a floor staffer will be 

in to escort her from the facility,  

 

When she hears Melanie’s laughter dance around the corner 20 minutes later, Carson 

exhaled deeply; this meant she didn’t ask the nurse to send her away. She knew Carson 

was there and she was going to be happy to see her. Carson exhaled deeply, knowing that 

they were about to talk and figure this whole mess out; no matter how long it took. 
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“Mel. How you doing?” I tried not to let the sorrow that was causing me to feel like I had 

golf ball in the back of my throat show on my face. I have always been bad at disguising 

my emotions. Today was no different. 

 

“Don’t do that. I’m fine Carson, really. I’m doing well in here.”  

 

If she truly was doing better, she wasn’t exactly looking the part. The light brown ringlets 

with natural golden highlights, which were usually flowing delicately in every direction 

around her bronzed face, were pulled taut into a tight chignon right at the nape of her 

neck. Her perpetually rosy cheeks, the same ones that our fourth grade math teacher 

attempted to wipe free of non-existent blush, were had no color at all.  After giving her 

another glance over, I realized that although she didn’t look like herself, her eyes seemed 

to smile.  

 

As if reading my thoughts, Melanie smiled wryly, the dimple in her left cheek slowly 

crinkling inward  “Carson Kai,” she said slowly, in a tone that let me know she really 

couldn’t understand why I was so worried,  “I’m fine girl. What’s up?” 

 

While I was still searching for my words, Melanie said “Whatever it is, I hope you aren’t 

thinking of billing me for this little date-- because I did not call you”, her lips stretching 

into a playful grin. She was clearly trying to lighten the mood.   
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Knowing the conversation wasn’t going to get any easier, I just closed my eyes and 

started speaking.  

 

“I had meeting today with the guys over at Rise and Shine Records. I went to talk to them 

about the deal they offered you.” I said.  

 

Melanie’s eyes lit up for a moment, and then a sadness that made me want to walk over 

embrace her washed over her entire expression. “Oh yeah? I’m sure that went well.” she 

replied, her voice dripping with sarcasm. 

 

I said “Look. The situation is what it is. They want to move this thing along  so they can 

get a quick pay day, and no one faults them for that. They are running a business. That’s 

what they are supposed to do. I’m—we’re running a business as well though. The 

business of you, Mel. So if it’s not in your best interest, then I’m not going to be on board 

with it. That’s what I told them this afternoon, and that’s what I told Richard last week.” I 

wanted to show her that she wasn’t in this alone, and that she shouldn’t be ashamed of 

needing help.  

 

Mel seemed to study my words for a few seconds before looking up and asking me if 

Richard sent me there to talk to her.  

 

“Excuse me?” I said.  
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Melanie then went on to explain that she’d talked to Richard a couple times, and each 

time he seemed to be hinting at something. The third time they spoke, she said he’d 

mentioned to her that he wanted her to petition for early discharge from the rehab center. 

He told her that if she could get out, he’d make sure to patch things over with the guys 

over at Rise and Shine, and she’d be on her way. She said that she’d told him no. Melanie 

said that she told Richard that although she didn’t check herself in, she would do 

everything in her power to make it through her recovery program because this was what 

she needed.  

 

I was so angry, all I could say was “that son of a bitch.” 

 

Mel and I talked for the next couple of hours, but not another word was spoken about 

Richard, Rise and Shine, or Rehab. I’d learned all that I needed to know, which was that 

Melanie wanted and needed to finish her treatment program. I’d make sure that 

happened. When the orderly finally rapped quietly on the door to Melanie’s room I knew 

that visiting hours had ended and he’d come to escort me from the facility. As I grabbed 

my bag from the small beside table I tuned to Mel and said. “Don’t worry about any of 

this. I will fix this.” And that’s exactly what I did. I fixed it all.  

 

 

*** 
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New message. 

 

The next morning when Carson gets to the office at 7am, the first item on her agenda is 

Richard. She drafts the following letter:  

 

 

Dear Mr. Oliver:  

 

I’d like to follow up on our phone conversation earlier this week regarding our 

mutual client, Melanie Vaughn.  

 

Please be advised that the services that services that I provide Ms. Vaughn are 

completely outside of the scope of your representation as personal manager. As the 

sole contracting agent, all efforts to obtain, negotiate, and execute employment 

agreements fall within the exclusive purview of my role as talent professional.  

 

Under the Talent Agencies Act
6
, I am the only properly licensed individual 

currently retained by Ms. Vaughn to engage in any agent-related dealings on her 

behalf. I would strongly urge you to discontinue any talent related activities 

pursuant to the prohibition on non-licensed parties providing agency services.  

 

I also thought that you would be interested in knowing that I visited Melanie in the 

facility last evening. She informed me that she is doing well with her treatment 

program and looks forward to her successful completion of the program at the end 

of the month.  

 

Melanie is destined to have much success within the industry. Upon her return, I 

look forward to working with you, in our rightful capacities.  

 

 

Best Regards,  

 

C.K. Campbell 

 

 

After printing copies of the letter for her files, she places two copies on Ryans desk. One 

is for his correspondence file and one is to be sent to Richard’s office by courier.  

 

Carson then heads to the courthouse for a 9am status hearing.  
 

                                                      

6 See § 1700 Cal. Labor Code. The Talent Agencies Act governs the operations of talent 

agents in California as a matter of labor law. The code is designed to protect the rights of 

artists such as dingers, actors, and writers by imposing requirements persons operating as 

talent agents. In California is it unlawful to engage in the business of talent agency 

without proper credentials, such as licensure.  
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*** 

 

When Carson makes it back to the office after lunch and logs onto her computer she 

notices a new appointment request. Judge Reynolds is adamant about no cell phones in 

the courtroom and she’s just realizing that her phone is still powered down from this 

morning.  

 

The meeting request is from Trent and the location is Rise and Shine Records. It’s also 

about eight weeks out. Confused, she scrolls back up to the invitees and notices only a 

few names that she recognizes including Richard and Tammy from the record label, as 

well as Melanie and Mallorie. When she makes it to the “Notes” field, Carson realizes 

this isn’t a meeting request, but it’s a party invitation. The short memo reads: Welcome to 

Rise and Shine. Carson smiled.  

 

She knew that this was as close to an apology as she would be getting from Richard, who 

obviously told Rise and Shine they needed to offer Melanie the terms Carson had 

requested if they wanted any assurance they’d get to work with her at all.  At that 

moment, Ryan appeared in the open doorway of Carson’s office and said “Carson, these 

contracts just came for you—they’re marked URGENT.” 

 

“Thanks, I’ve been expecting these” Carson as she reached out to take the yellow 

envelope from his hand.  
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She smiled again. She couldn’t wait to leave the office that day. She was going to deliver 

the news to Mel in person.  

 

*** 
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